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Off To Work They Go

Students prepare for uncertain job market
By Emily Eiermann
eiermanne@theridernews.com
As fresh-faced seniors step
out in front of an audience
of loved ones to receive their
diplomas in May, they may feel
anxious about their transition
into the “real world.” Studies
suggest that this fear may not
be unwarranted.
The rate of unemployment
for recent college graduates aged
24 and under has been fluctuating over the past few months,
resting at 7.7 percent as of
November 2011, according to
the Wall Street Journal. Though
the percentage is smaller than
the unemployment rate of 16.7
percent for all Americans in
that age group, it is significant
enough to worry some people.
“I’m kind of anxious about
graduating and finding a job
with the economy being the
way it is,” senior multimedia
and web design major Jackie
Rodman said. “The field I want
to work in is pretty competitive
and I’m afraid it’s going to take
a while to get the type of job I
want.”
Rider is on par with these
numbers. In a survey con-
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Senior English major Kevin Noon ponders his future as he consults a career guidebook.
ducted by Career Services
and the Associate President’s
office, 10 percent of the 20082010 graduates who responded
are unemployed and seeking
employment. Those who went
on to graduate school make
up 5 percent of the responses,
while 14 percent are employed
part-time, leaving 71 percent
with full-time jobs. Only 15
percent of alumni participated

in the survey.
However, there are ways
to prepare for the job search
before graduation. Joyce Tyler,
director of Career Services, said
that the key is to take advantage
of the opportunities Rider students are given.
“Begin the search now
for employment, before you
leave,” Tyler said. “I have, year
after year, gotten phone calls

from parents saying ‘my son or
daughter is not working. Why
aren’t they working? They went
to Rider — they should have a
job by now.’ And we found out
that in 9 out of 10 cases, that
person didn’t use our services.
So make sure you take advantage of Career Services before
you leave.”
The office of Career
Services offers a variety of pos-

sibilities to get a head start on
job searches. Tyler encouraged
students to have their résumés
reviewed, take part in mock
interviews and participate in
events on and around campus, such as the Career Fair on
March 29.
There are also networking
events that take place throughout the semester, which can
provide job opportunities that
may otherwise be unavailable.
According to the survey, networking accounted for over 35
percent of the full-time jobs
graduates had secured, beaten
only by online website listings.
“Rider can prepare you to
a certain extent, but a lot of the
job search involves networking
and, unfortunately, it’s sometimes really more about who
you know than what you can
do,” Kaitlin MacRae, a 2011
journalism graduate said. “I
found work about three months
after I graduated in May and I
worked for maybe six before I
got laid off. I think Rider does
do a good job of preparing its
students, but the job market is
so fickle and that can become

See Graduates, p. 4

Soaries: Black History Month
honors past, betters future
By Katie Zeck
zeckk@theridernews.com
The moment Dr. Rev.
DeForest B. Soaries took to the
lectern in the Cavalla Room of
the Bart Luedeke Center (BLC)
on Monday night, he commanded the audience’s attention the way a Baptist preacher’s booming voice should.
“If we learn anything this
month, what [we should have]
learned is that to the extent
that something is wrong, somebody’s got to fix it,” Soaries said
to a crowd of students, faculty,
administration and a few of the

Opinion:

Montclair, N.J. native’s old colleagues and friends.
As Rider’s keynote speaker
for the closing ceremony of
Black History Month, Soaries
focused his speech on the
importance of the respect and
understanding we must have
for each other as a community and the responsibility we
have to take action and make a
change if something is wrong.
“Things don’t just get better on their own,” Soaries said.
“People don’t rise above hatred
on their own. People don’t
begin respecting each other on
their own. Somebody has to

p. 9

Dressing for
the job

F&E:

make a decision to do something to make the community
or the campus or the family or
the world a better place.”
The event, hosted by the
Black Student Union (BSU),
opened with a few words from
Dean of Students Anthony
Campbell.
“Black history is American
history; it’s everyone’s history,” Campbell said. “We don’t
think about black history in
one month. We highlight it in
one month, but we shouldn’t
think about it in one month.

See Soaries, p. 3
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Fans hunger for
deadly trilogy
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Dr. Rev. DeForest B. Soaries, the closing speaker for this year’s
Black History Month celebration, spoke about the need for
communal respect and action in the face of injustice.
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Gallagher indicted in hit-and-run
By Katie Zeck
zeckk@theridernews.com
A Mercer County grand
jury has indicted former
Rider sophomore Laura
Gallagher, 19, and Marie
Jean, 52, on vehicular homicide charges in connection
with the death of a pedestrian in October.
The two-count indictment was handed up on Feb.
24.
Gallagher was arrested
and charged with death by
auto and leaving the scene of
a motor vehicle accident after
turning herself in to authorities on Nov. 3. Jean was

arrested on the same charges
days later.
Carl Wilkins, 54, of
Trenton, was allegedly hit
first by Gallagher’s Jeep and
then Jean’s BMW, according to the Mercer County
Prosecutor’s Office.
The two charges are
both second-degree crimes
that carry a penalty of five
to 10 years in state prison,
Casey DiBlasio, a spokesperson for the Mercer County
Prosecutor’s Office, said.
Trial dates have not yet
been set for either suspect.
Calls made to Gallagher’s
lawyer were not returned.

Wilkins was hit while
walking across Parkside
Avenue near Ives Avenue in
Ewing before 10:40 p.m., on
Oct. 28, 2011.
Both Gallagher, a former player on Rider’s softball team, and Jean fled the
scene of the accident, police
said. Ewing police denied a
request by The Rider News
for a copy of the accident
report.
Gallagher and Jean
posted bail in November.
Gallagher was released on
$250,000, Jean on $150,000.

Norovirus numbers on decline
By Rachel Stengel
stengelr@theridernews.com

Katelyn White/The Rider News

Photo of the Week
He can’t slam dunk yet, but Rider may have another all
star basketball player in training in this youngster. The little
Bronc practices his skills during the men’s basketball game
against Loyola last Friday night. To have your Rider-themed
photo featured as “Photo of the Week,” in the next edition of
The Rider News email sarlom@rider.edu.
Career_fair_Ad_SPRING_2012_Layout
1 2/8/12 4:34 PM Please
Page 1 provide
a description of the photo and the names of everyone in it.

As of Thursday afternoon, the total number of
norovirus cases is 224, according to Dan Higgins, executive director of University
Communications.
Since the last University
Communications update to
the Rider community on Feb.
27, five more students have
contracted the norovirus. All
of the cases were reported to
Student Health Services and

none were transported to the
hospital, Higgins said.
The Student Health
Center returned to normal
hours of operation Feb. 27
as a result of the declining
number of cases, according to
Higgins. A nurse will be oncall for 24-hours in the event
students require treatment.
Students can call Public
Safety who will facilitate
communication between students and the on-call nurse.
Also, Conover Hall’s
lounge will continue to act

as a backup area for student treatment until Spring
Break, according to Dean of
Students Anthony Campbell.
The length of the virus’
stay at Rider is still unknown.
“We were told when
[the norovirus] started that
this can take several weeks to
wane,” Higgins said. “We just
have to monitor the numbers [of students infected]
and they’ve been in declining
over the past several days and
weeks.”

Two great opportunities!
Students in all majors welcome...

SPRING CAREER FAIR

Thursday, March 29, 2012 • 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
Bart Luedeke Center, Cavalla Room
Dress professionally and bring plenty of resumés
Go to the Broncs Career Link for employers attending!

NOW HIRING...for accounting, sales, banking, social services,
non-profit agencies, federal government offices, marketing,
management training programs and more!

Resume Blitz...

Get Ready for the Spring Career Fair
Let the Oﬃce of Career Services staﬀ critique your resumé on the spot!

Mon., March 23 and Mon., March 26 to Wed., March 28
9 to 11:30 a.m. and 1 to 4 p.m.
BUSINESS MAJORS...GO TO SWG 214
ALL OTHER MAJORS...GO TO BLC 237
Questions? Call the Office of Career Services
www.rider.edu/careerservices • 609-896-5000 ext. 7488
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Rider hosts political ‘groundbreaker’ Oliver
By Rachel Stengel
stengelr@theridernews.com
The first African American
woman to lead a legislature in
New Jersey, Assemblywoman
Sheila Y. Oliver, spoke Monday
night to a crowd of 50 in the
Mercer Room about the overall
state of politics in New Jersey.
Oliver’s appearance at Rider,
sponsored by the Rebovich
Institute for New Jersey Politics,
corresponded well with Black
History Month according to
Benjamin Dworkin, director of
the Rebovich Institute.
“It was fortuitous that we
happen to have a very highranking African American
woman, but she’s certainly not
the only one; she just happens to be Speaker,” Dworkin
said. “She’s the first [Speaker]
in history to be an African
American woman in charge of
either house of the New Jersey

Legislature. She’s only the second African American woman
in the entire country to ever
lead a house of the Legislature.
She is a real groundbreaker,
which fits in with what the
Rebovich Institute is because
we are doing some very impressive things here that you don’t
see anywhere else in the state.”
Oliver said Gov. Chris
Christie’s recently proposed 10
percent income tax, cut over a
three-year period, would result
in a loss of treasury funds that
could be allocated to other
issues in New Jersey.
“Every time we pass a piece
of legislation providing a tax
credit, remember projecting
over time into the future that’s
less and less money that is coming into our state treasury,”
Oliver said. “We can’t provide
financial aid to students, capital
improvement funds for universities, helping hospitals, espe-

FALL 2012
Housing Update
Steps to Sign Up
1. Pay your $200 room deposit by March 1
(online through MyRider/Student
Information tab or in
person at the Cashier’s Office in the BLC
2. Submit Premium applications by March 9
3. Pick up housing agreement
between March 29-April 1
4. Attend room selection:
Premium Room Selection • April 2
Standard Room Selection • April 4 & 5
5. Submit your housing application by April 5

West Village Commons
• Apartments, suites & premium doubles
• Heating & Air Conditioning
controls in every unit
• Washer/Dryer in every unit
• Convenient parking available next to building

Don’t forget about these options
• 7 standard apartments
• 6 double rooms with private bathrooms

For additional information, please visit
www.rider.edu/housing
or call 609-896-5057

cially safety net hospitals in the
state where there are large numbers of uninsured people. So for
every action there’s a reaction
and we somehow have to find
the sweet spot.”
While the tax cut would
put more money initially in college students’ pockets to pay off
their debts, it would also complicate financial aid. According
to Oliver, in the three-year
period, $540 million would be
removed from the state treasury
if the 10 percent income tax
proposal were to be instituted.
“Consider if we do [a 10
percent income tax cut for
everyone],” Oliver said. “If you
think students had difficulty
getting financial aid and scholarship assistance that was supported through the state, the
less money that we are able to
help support institutions like
Rider and others, that would
be further exasperated as a
problem. Everyone wants more
money in their pockets, but
understand when you look at
the total financial structure of
our state in order to do that.”
The only way citizens can
realistically see the changes they
desire is to vote, according to
Oliver.
“We don’t have enough
people who come out to vote in

Soaries

Continued from p. 1

We should think about it all
our lives.”
Campbell went on to provide an overview of the events
held at both the Lawrenceville
and Princeton campuses to celebrate Black History Month.
Some of these events included a
visit from the historic Tuskegee
airmen, a presentation from
the daughter of the founder of
the Bordentown school and exRider faculty member Mildred
Rice Jordan and musical selections from Westminster Choir
College (WCC).
Soaries served as the 30th
Secretary of State of New Jersey
from 1999 to 2002, making
him the first African-American
male to serve as a constitutional officer of the state. He
is also the former chairman of
the Federal Election Assistance
Commission and is currently
the senior pastor of First Baptist
Church of Lincoln Gardens in
Somerset, N.J. Soaries was a
Republican candidate for the
U.S. House of Representative
in 2002 and is the author
of DFree: Breaking Free from
Financial Slavery, a guide to living without debt, deficits and
delinquencies.
Soaries was pleased to be
back visiting Rider in the last
days of Black History Month.

Nate LaBrusciano/The Rider News

Speaker of the New Jersey Assembly Shelia Y. Oliver spoke about
the state of politics in the Mercer Room Monday night.
their communities and we need
to do something about that,”
Oliver said. “You can look at
one end of the state to another whenever we have a school
board election, a municipal
election, a mayoral election, a
freeholder election, often you
see less than 25 percent of the
registered voters coming out to
vote. We need to change that.”
Partisan divide does exist
in New Jersey, but it is not a
strong divide, Oliver said.
“New Jersey has more registered Independents than either
Republicans or Democrats. I
think that New Jerseyans make

their political decisions based
on issues that emerge. And
depending upon what that issue
is will be a determining factor
in terms of what partisan side
of the aisle people will choose.”
Oliver said politicians
should seek compromise in
order to progress as a state.
“If we cling to strong partisan positions on each and every
issue in our state House, we will
not get anything accomplished
for the people in the state of
New Jersey.”

“I’ve been to historically
black colleges that don’t put
as much emphasis on African
American history as much as
Rider does,” Soaries said in the
first minutes of his speech.
Soaries gave an anecdote of
his experience at the funeral of
Whitney Houston to exemplify
the importance of knowing one
another.
“I
knew
Whitney
[Houston] since she was about
12 years old,” he said. “I helped
control with media outside of
the New Hope Baptist church
where her funeral was being
held.”
Many stations that were
broadcasting in front of the
church referred to the funeral as
her “homecoming.” According
to Soaries, that phrasing is
incorrect.
“A ‘homecoming’ is when
other people who went to
school together go back and
have a party to celebrate what
used to happen — that’s a
homecoming. A ‘home going’
is when your stay down here is
over and you’re moving over to
the other side.”
This, Soaries said, is a telling example of why there is a
Black History Month and what
can happen when people live
together but don’t know each
other.
“One of the reasons it’s
important to learn other people’s stories is because we are
not simply who you see today,”

he said. “If we are going to
respect each other in our community it helps by knowing
each other’s stories.”
In regard to the struggles
the African American community has faced, Soaries described
the journey his race has made
over the past 100 years from
“being slaves to being president.”
“Any group of people who
has suffered any indignities can
rise above and be who God
made them to be,” he said.
“We must now become the
people that look for things that
still need to be changed, and
there’s still things that need to
be changed.”
Pursuing these changes as
a way to improve our lives and
the lives of others is what black
history is about, according to
Soaries.
“African American History
Month will not only help us
celebrate the past, but rededicate our lives to making a better
future, inspired by the lives of
people who never gave up.”
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New music major popping up at Rider

Security Briefs

By Jess Scanlon

Missing exit

Classes dedicated to the
popular music of the Beatles
and Radiohead, which have
been offered previously, will be
incorporated into a new curriculum that starts next semester.
This fall students may
declare a major or minor in popular music under Westminster
College of the Art’s School of
Fine and Performing Arts. It is
a field of study available at very
few American universities, putting Rider at the forefront of a
trend, according to Dr. Stephen
Allen, an associate professor of
music.
Allen said it is a new era
both musically and academically; therefore, it is a great time to
add a popular music program
at Rider. He lists Georgetown
University as the only school

on the East Coast with a similar
program.
Dr. Jerry Rife, professor of
music, said he anticipates the
unique topics the program will
cover.
“[The program] will offer
an exciting alternative to the
classical music Bachelor of
Arts in the Fine Arts department and at Westminster Choir
College,” he said. “It will focus
on popular music topics and
the relationship of music to
philosophy, race, gender issues
and courses dealing with cultural and popular media like
film, television, radio, anime
and animation, and histories of
jazz music, world music, pop
and rock musics.”
These two professors have
reached out to other departments to make the interdis-

ciplinary approach to popular
music possible.
“We’ve already been consulting American Studies and
the Communication [and
Journalism]
Department,”
Allen said. “We’ve been very
involved in all the discussions
in terms of putting this degree
together.”
Dan Natter, a senior music
major, said the new Bachelor in
popular music will be attractive
to current and future students.
“If I was a sophomore, I
would be pursuing popular
music,” he said.
Rife says he currently has
students ready to start the program and is optimistic about
the incoming freshman class.
“Currently, it is a feeding
frenzy,” Rife said. “I have nine
students ready to sign into the

major now and there has been
a great deal of interest from
the incoming freshman class.
I think students are choosing Rider because of this new
degree and that is very exciting.”
Dr. Joel Phillips, a professor of composition and music
theory at Westminster Choir
College, said that the popular
music program will be benefical
to the University.
“If my colleagues at
Lawrenceville wish to develop a
popular music degree, it would
be a terrific addition to the
university offerings,” Phillips
said. “The United States, since
its inception, has lived in the
cultural shadow of Western
Europe despite the fact that it
has developed some of the most
influential music in the world.”

Course registration,
new clarification
By Jen Maldonado
Course selection for the
upcoming fall semester begins
Monday and with the introduction of the new scheduling
system, students should start
preparing to avoid any last minute confusion, according to registrar officials.
Students will use the
myRider web portal to register
for classes along with the new
Enhanced Course Roster. They
simply have to type in each
of their five desired course’s
unique course reference number (Crn) and click register.
“This is the easiest way
for students to register for
their classes,” Susan Stefanick
from the Registrar’s office said.
“Students just need to prepare
and research beforehand.”
The time when students
are able to begin registering for
classes on their scheduled day
has changed to 7 a.m.
When students enter the
Enhanced Course Roster page,
they will need to click on

Graduates

Continued from p. 1

overwhelming.”
Dr. Larry Newman, dean
of the College of Business
Administration, also encouraged networking.
“I strongly urge our students to take advantage of what
we have to offer at Rider,” he
said. “Participation in student
clubs and honor societies provide our students with the
opportunity to build leadership skills while networking
with members of the industry.”
Being able to communicate

“Options,” located at the top
of the page, and enable the
showing of the Crns column by
checking the box next to Crn.
This will allow them to see
the course reference numbers
they need to actually register. If
students are having any trouble
on their myRider site under
“Registration Tools,” there will
be a “Get Help” link that will,
“help with any confusion students may be having,” according to Jan Friedman-Krupnick,
assistant vice president of
Student Affairs.
For those students who
would like face-to-face help,
they can go to the Registrar’s
office beginning at 8:30 a.m.
Monday, where there will be
Registrar staff members ready
to help students on computers
in the office.
“I think things will go
well,” Stefanick said. “It will
take students a little time to get
used to the new system but it’s
fairly easy to use. It’s just different.”
well, particularly during an
interview, is also an important
part of the job search, according to Tyler.
“Most people go into an
interview assuming they know
what to expect,” she said.
“We have material [at Career
Services] that can give students
questions to anticipate, and we
can also critique the content
of their answers. That way students can make their mistakes
with us, rather than the people
who matter.”
Apart from Career Services,
freshmen who haven’t declared
a major have a unique opportunity to explore their career
options through the General
Liberal Arts and Sciences Studies

Public Safety became
aware of vandalism and a
safety hazard while on patrol
in Switlik Hall. On Feb. 27,
at 2:44 a.m., officers noticed
that the face plate sign of an
emergency exit was missing.
The officers investigated
the area, but were unable to
determine a suspect. Facilities
was notified to replace the
sign.
Public Safety would like
to stress that students should
not tamper with safety devices such as the emergency exit
signs as it poses a threat to
other students’ safety.

Ghostbuster
While driving around
campus, Public Safety officers came across a frightening
sight on the entrance doors
to Kroner Hall.
On Feb. 27, at 4:36
p.m., Public Safety observed
graffiti on the main doors of
Kroner Hall. The graffiti was
a drawing of a ghost smoking
a cigarette.
At this time there are no
suspects. Facilities was notified to remove the graffiti.

Deceiving damsel

Peter Borg/Rider University

WCC at Carnegie

Westminster’s Symphonic Choir performed with the Berlin
Philharmonic Sunday night at Carnegie Hall under the conduction of Simon Rattle.
Dr. Amanda Quist, one of the choir’s conductors, said the
performance was a once in a lifetime experience.
“The orchestra pulled every drip of music from the score
with a richness of tone that was both powerful and infinitely
flexible,” she said.
(GLASS) program. Through
this program, first-year students
are able to attend seminars that
focus on career planning, visit
upper-level courses in a variety
of fields through the Classroom
Visitation Program (CVP)
and experience a broad range
of classes in the department
through their core curriculum.
Dean of Students Anthony
Campbell emphasized starting
to prepare for life after graduation early.
“Career planning for
[Rider] actually starts freshman
year with the learning communities and programs we have,
and builds up through your
curriculum to prepare you to
do that job search, which is why

we tell people to get involved,”
he said. “That’s the message I’d
like to get across to our students. There are lots of opportunities out there. Prepare yourself from the beginning with
on-campus involvement, then
do internships, co-ops, summer
jobs — all those things help
prepare you to enter the world
of work.”
While the recession the
United States is undergoing can
make the search for a job after
graduation difficult, preparation and planning might help
ease the transition.
Check out a video on how
soon-to-be graduates feel about
their chances in the job market at
www.theridernews.com.

A female student in a
bathroom of Kroner Hall was
found under the influence
and not under the weather on
Feb. 25, at 12:35 a.m.
Public Safety officers
were called to Kroner Hall
on the report of an alcohol
violation. Upon arrival, they
found a female resident student locked in a bathroom
stall. Public Safety talked
to the student through the
stall asking if she was OK,
to which the student replied
that she felt ill. Once she
was out of the stall, Public
Safety was able to determine
through the smell of alcohol
on her breath and difficulty in managing her balance
that she was attempting to
fake an illness while she was
intoxicated. The student later
admitted to consuming alcohol.
An ambulance was notified and emergency personnel decided that she did not
need further medical attention. However, the student
did make arrangements to go
home that night.
The student has been
charged with a tier 1 alcohol
violation and the matter has
been referred to the Office of
Community Standards.
Information provided by Director
of Rider’s Department of Public
Safety Vickie Weaver.
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Student vet writes through the pain
By Nicole Veenstra
veenstran@theridernews.com

The well-known saying
“experiences shape who we
are” refers to specific times in
history that affected a person
enough to jump-start a change
in his or her life.
For Matt Craw, he says
his transformation began on
the most significant day in
America’s recent history: Sept.
11.
“Once Sept. 11 happened,
something inside me kind
of woke up,” he said. “It was
kind of like a ‘dare to be great’
moment.”
Craw, a student veteran
who plans to graduate next fall
with a degree in English and
concentration in professional
writing, decided to compile
his experiences as a marine in
Operation: Iraqi Freedom into
a book. He hopes the book will
be published soon, though he
jokes that it is difficult to get a
book deal “if you’re not a cast
member of the Jersey Shore or
dating a celebrity.”
Craw remembers surfing
in Deal, N.J., when he saw
clouds of smoke creeping up
the coastline. After a crying
woman came running towards
the water to yank her husband
out, “everyone out in the water
knew something was wrong,”
Craw said.
He expressed interest in
joining the Marines to a recruit-

Courtesy of Matt Craw

Matt Craw shares his experiences overseas with others by reading excerpts from his book.
er the following day. Because
of the delayed entry program,
he was able to finish up his
semester of school and began
boot camp in the spring of
2002. He served in Iraq during
Operation: Iraqi Freedom until
July 2003, when he returned to
the U.S.
Unfortunately for Craw,
his return to the U.S. did not
mean he had escaped danger.
He experienced a brain injury
during a field training exercise
when the vehicle he was in
drove off a 20-foot cliff.
After his active duty
was over, Craw returned
to Brookdale Community

College, which he had attended
before enlisting in the Marines.
He reminisces about his
first class after returning from
the war in 2006, saying the
professor told the students to
“write what you know.” The
first thing he wrote for that class
is now the preface to his book,
The Song Each Bullet Sings: The
Story of Operation Iraqi Freedom
Through the Eyes of One Marine.
“Writing the book forced
me to deal with things I didn’t
want to deal with,” Craw said.
“It saved my life, in a way.”
He says he met his agent
in December and currently has
two publishing houses inter-

ested in his book, though he is
not celebrating just yet. In the
end, he hopes that he can help
others understand what soldiers
are going through.
“You’re a trained killer, but
you’re also a father, a son,” Craw
said. “That’s hard to separate. I
hope the American public can
get an actual view of what their
sons and daughters are going
through [from my book].”
Although Craw says he suffers from stuttering and verbal
dyslexia as a result of his brain
injury, his professors say they
have seen no negative effects on
his schoolwork.
“He was one of the most

insightful, culturally aware,
mature and active members of
my contemporary American
literature class,” said Dr. Jack
Sullivan, professor of English.
Dr. Katherine Maynard,
professor of English, agrees
with Sullivan’s description of
Craw.
“I think [Craw’s] traumatic injury while in the military has certainly changed him
and made life more difficult
for him, but [it] has also made
him more mature than most
his age,” Maynard said. “I don’t
know what he was like before,
but now he is a sensitive, strong,
articulate young man dedicated
to learning and writing.”
Maynard says she was
“struck by how empathetic he
was to other students” while
Craw was in her classes.
“He does this in a way,
often with humor, that somehow made the other students
feel safe to express their ideas,”
she said.
In the same way Maynard
says Craw helped students feel
comfortable, Craw says writing
helped him adjust to the routine of normal life.
“[The book] helped me
wrap my head around Post
Traumatic Stress Disorder,”
Craw said. “Writing is like therapy for me.”

Film club promises to please alternative tastes
By Christopher Exantus

The film-going experience is considered to be one
of the most sociable events that people can take part in.
Every week, another big-budget film is released to the
masses, making for an ideal night out, but what about
lesser-known, small-budgeted movies that can’t command the theaters as well as their expensive brethren?
The Hollywood machine has such an enormous
presence that independent or foreign films are left in
the dark. The emergence of the digital era has helped
somewhat, with online companies such as Netflix providing access to films that are otherwise unattainable.
However, average moviegoers who are knowledgeable
about underground cinema are still hard to find.
Professor Cynthia Lucia, an associate professor
of English, as well as a major influence in the creation of Rider’s Cinema Studies program, formed the
Alternative Film Club as a means to provide students
interested in film with a place to watch movies that
may not be shown in a commercial theater.
“Apart from educating students about film, it
seemed that it would be nice to have an informal venue
for people to watch movies,” Lucia said.
An admitted “cinephile” — a person with a passion for the cinema — as well as an esteemed editor of
the film journal “Cineaste,” Lucia hopes that exposure
to films outside of the mainstream will create curiosity among students who wish to further explore their
interest in cinema.
“I like the club because it brings movies that

aren’t so well known to a mainstream audience,” said
Yancarlo Rivera, a freshman at Rider.
Rivera added that the club has “lively discussions”
after watching the movies.
The Alternative Film Club functions not only as a
place where students can watch a variety of films from
different genres, but also discuss their own movie experiences. In the club’s early stages, Lucia was responsible
for picking out the movies that were to be viewed by
the club; however, she eventually let the choice fall
upon the members.
“Once we got a group of interested students I
thought it was much better for the students to choose
the films they wanted to see,” she said.
Lucia can’t stress enough how important student
involvement is for the club, which allows members to
show their favorite films to other students. The club
also gives a few students the opportunity to screen a
related group of films in their own personal series every
semester. In the club’s first year, a student not only
showed a collection of films from the silent genre, but
also took the time to create an original score for one
of the silent films. Last semester, the club had students
screen their favorite films from directors such as Kevin
Smith and Quentin Tarantino. Lucia said there has
been a wide variety, which she finds to be “a lot of fun.”
However, watching movies in the classroom is
not the only thing the film club does. At times, the
students are given the opportunity to watch pressscreenings of newly-released films in New York. Last
semester, students were able to see films such as The

Roadie and Oscar-winning film A Separation.
“We do it around Christmas time so we [can] take
a walk to the Christmas tree at Rockefeller,” Lucia said.
So if you’re interested in watching movies and
enjoying the company of similar-minded individuals,
join the Alternative Film Club every other Tuesday at
6 p.m. in Fine Arts room 389.

www.imdb.com

Iran won its first Academy Award with A Separation.
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Half a century of fine arts and first-rate films
By Nicole Veenstra
veenstran@theridernews.com
The movie American Graffiti asks the
question “Where were you in ’62?” On
Wednesday and Thursday, Rider’s Film
Symposium asked the same question, conducting a mini-course in film culture from
1962 to coincide with the 50th anniversary of Rider’s School of Liberal Arts and
Sciences, according to the event’s poster.
Professors and students shared their
thoughts on different films, such as La
Jetée, The Manchurian Candidate and
Advise and Consent during various panels
and roundtable discussions. The symposium also allowed students to share
research papers, which focused on a specific theme throughout a film of their
choice.
The first film shown was Cape Fear,
which is about a lawyer’s family who is
stalked by a man that he once helped put
behind bars.
Dr. Cynthia Lucia, professor of
English, and Dr. Thomas Simonet, professor of journalism, also discussed recurring
issues and themes throughout the films of
1962 during the kick-off of the event.
The keynote speaker for the event
was Dr. Gerald Peary, an international
film critic, who introduced his acclaimed
documentary, For the Love of Movies: The
Story of American Film Criticism. Peary
was an English major at Rider in 1962
during the formation of the School of
Liberal Arts and Sciences.
The two-day event closed by focusing
on up-and-coming talent during a student
film festival and competition moderated
by Dr. Shawn Kildea and Professor Scott
Alboum, both professors in the department of communication and journalism.

media.theiapolis.com

Man vs. Mother Nature in The Lorax
				

By Lisa Henderson
hendersonl@theridernews.com

theshiznit.co.uk

Advise and Consent is a staple in American cinematic history as it brings to life
some rather taboo issues for the time, such as homosexuality and suicide.

Awake In Me

filmaffinity.com

Max Cady (Gregory Peck), ex-felon and stalker, threatens the safety of Sam Bowden
(Robert Mitchum) due to his role in landing Cady a seven-year prison sentence.

torrentbutler.eu

The Manchurian Candidate is held in such high esteem that it has been preserved
in the U.S. National Film Registry for being culturally and historically significant.

Rivals duel ravenously
in The Hunger Games
BOOK REVIEW

By Danielle Gittleman
Imagine living in a time in which
rebellions break out constantly, with
annual punishments broadcast in the form
of a game that results in the death of all
but one of its players. The United States is
gone and what was once North America is
now split into 12 different “districts” in a
country called Panem.
The government punishes the people
in its country year after year in a competition known as the “Hunger Games.”
This death match is supposed to make
the people of Panem regret rebelling, and
deter them from ever doing it again. This
story of action, adventure, death and love
is told in the book, The Hunger Games by
Suzanne Collins.
This action-packed novel is the first
of a trilogy by Collins. The protagonist,
Katniss Everdeen, tells the story of her
time competing in the Hunger Games.
Everdeen and 23 other tributes from 12
districts, including her fellow district 12
tribute Peeta Mellark, are placed in an
arena and are forced to fight to the death
until one tribute is left standing. The

Sometimes one voice is all that’s needed to make a big change. Dr. Seuss’s classic tale of environmental preservation and love,
The Lorax, has been adapted into a feature-length film set for release today (which also happens to be Seuss’s birthday). As part of
the Green Film Series, all Rider and Westminster students are invited to attend a trip to the AMC Loews Theater in Hamilton this
Sunday, sponsored by the Office of Sustainability.
The Lorax is voiced by Danny Devito, while the role of main character Ted is played by Zac Efron. Taylor Swift voices Audrey,
the girl with whom Ted is enthralled. Ted, having been raised in a world where all Truffula trees are chopped to use for clothing
and pollution is rampant, discovers the Lorax’s tale of the beauty the world once radiated. Together, Ted and the Lorax are able to
save the trees and ultimately the world.
Buses will leave from the Bart Luedeke Center on the Lawrenceville Campus and Westminster’s Seabrook Hall at 3:45 p.m. If
you’re interested in reserving a bus seat and movie ticket, contact Melissa Greenberg at megreenberg@rider.edu, but don’t wait too
long; reservations are on a first-come, first-serve basis.

entire fight is recorded and broadcast on
live TV for everyone in all of the districts
to watch, in hopes that one of their tributes survives.
People sponsor these usually involuntary players, and some tributes even bet
on whether or not they will make it to the
end. He or she will become the ultimate
victor and will be famous for many years
to come in the country of Panem for being
the single survivor of that year’s Hunger
Games.
Collins perfectly describes every single
moment in the arena, right down to the
sounds of brush crunching under the feet
of the fit career tributes — people who
train their whole lives for the Games —
and the freezing cold nights that Everdeen
tries to sleep through. Collins also makes
the reader feel Everdeen’s fear, pain and
adrenaline in each battle she fights and
every element she is forced to face.
Everything is thrown at her, from
extreme weather, to fire, to mutant bees
that can kill with just a few stings. Collins
also illustrates some of the deaths of
Everdeen’s fellow tributes and paints a
perfect picture of what it is like to live
in the arena day after day. Because of her
detailed descriptions, the reader is able to

An original romantic tragedy by Ivan Fuller about the
life and works of Soviet poet Olga Berggolts
Spitz Studio Theater, Fine Arts building, Lawrenceville campus
March 2, 8 p.m.
March 3, 4 p.m.
March 3, 8 p.m.
March 4, 2 p.m.

Gorgeous garbs to remember, failed fashions to forget
By J’na Jefferson

movietvnews.net

Hunger Games tributes are forced to resort to using ancient weapons and classic
attack methods to outlast their opponents once inside the deadly arena.
put themself in Everdeen’s shoes — it is an
incredible story of fighting for one’s life.
The Hunger Games is a very actionpacked story filled with plenty of fighting
and death, yet also contains a blossoming
love story within its pages. Two boys are
after Everdeen’s heart, yet it is not a love
triangle quite like that of the Twilight saga.
Instead, Everdeen wisely decides to focus
on getting out alive rather than falling in
love.
The first book in the series has already
been adapted into a feature-length film

that is set for release on March 23. Fans
of the book will also be excited to find
that tickets for midnight premieres of the
movie went on sale starting Feb. 22 for
select theaters.
To find out what happens to the victor once the Hunger Games are over, read
Catching Fire and Mockingjay, the second
and third installments in the trilogy. These
books can be found anywhere, so happy
reading, and “may the odds be ever in your
favor.”

		 The red carpet portion of an
award show is always a colossal event in
its own right and this year’s red carpet at
the 84th Annual Academy Awards was no
different. Superstars from movies, television and music appeared in their most
sophisticated threads to celebrate the most
important night in film.
Always the red carpet stunner, Angelina
Jolie wore a daring black velvet dress by
Atelier Versace. Stacy Keibler and beau
George Clooney did not disappoint with
their designer wear. Keibler wowed the
crowd in metallic Marchesa and Clooney
looked dapper in Armani.
The Help may have not won the Oscar
for “Best Picture” (it lost to The Artist),
but its cast of lovely ladies deserved recognition for “Best Dressed Ensemble.”
Jessica Chastain wore a unique black
and gold embellished gown by Alexander
McQueen, and co-star (and this year’s
“Best Actress in a Supporting Role”)
Octavia Spencer demanded attention in
a gorgeous silver-sequined number by
Shoji. Fellow nominee Viola Davis electrified the crowd with a shocking green
gown designed by Vera Wang.		
However, there were some stars that
didn’t quite get it. Known for judging
the stars on their attire, E! Fashion Police

star Kelly Osbourne should have taken
her own advice. Her black and green
Badgley Mishka dress did not work well
with her signature purple/grey hair color.
Cougar Town’s Busy Philips could have
chosen a busier dress, as she opted for a
rather boring and plain strapless number.
Modern Family star Sarah Hyland wore a
drab lilac gown by Alberta Ferreti, which
looked more like a prom dress instead
of a gown appropriate for the Academy
Awards.
This year’s awards also saw trends

with color, especially red and beige. Emma
Stone, Jane Seymour, Natalie Portman
and Ellie Kemper of The Office all looked
ravishing in red. Cameron Diaz, who
donned a shorter, more sophisticated hairdo, looked dazzling in a form-fitting nudecolored Gucci dress. Saturday Night Live
and Bridesmaids star Kristen Wiig rocked
a simple yet stunning nude frock by J.
Mendel. Plunging necklines, as displayed
by Meryl Streep and Jennifer Lopez, were
also a big hit this time around.		
No other red carpet get-up, however,

breakingnews.ie

Sacha Baron Cohen, prepared with a devious plan to ruin Ryan Seacrest’s evening,
struts his stuff in his Dictator regalia with body guards tight to his side.

was quite as memorable as Sacha Baron
Cohen’s. Promoting his upcoming film
The Dictator, Cohen (as Admiral General
Aladeen) pushed the envelope by walking the carpet in character with two
statuesque models on each arm. What was
even more boundary-pushing was an urn
carrying the “ashes” of recently deceased
dictator, Kim Jong-il.
But perhaps the most shocking
moment of the entire evening was when
Cohen insisted on dumping the “ashes” on
red carpet commentator, Ryan Seacrest.
The stunt was unexpected, and Cohen
was forcibly dragged out by security, leaving a visibly distraught Seacrest behind.
However, he had a spare suit jacket.
“I was red-carpet ready!” Seacrest told
E! News. 				
According to reports, Cohen may face
charges for criminal battery and if convicted, he may face up to a year in prison
and a $1,000 fine. Whatever the result
may be, Cohen’s stunt (paired with stellar
fashion) gave us a show to remember.
Overall, the Academy Awards was a
night of hot and flashy fashions. There
will always be those who aren’t quite up to
par with on the red carpet style, but the
majority of stars succeed when they dress
to impress.
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Editorial

Career Services
serves career hope
When you’re in college it is often hard to envision your plans
for the night, let alone your future career plans, and as students,
we all share that same gut-twisting fear of unemployment after
graduation and moving back in with mom and dad.
The unemployment rate for college graduates between the
ages of 20 and 24 years old has been fluctuating through the
years, and as of November 2011 was at 7.7 percent, according
to The Wallstreet Journal. Knowing this, it’s hard to say for sure
whether you will have a job on lock after graduation, but it is
nice knowing that you are not alone if you don’t.
Though this leaves many students with a feeling of anxiety
about their seemingly-insecure future, Career Services provides
a helping hand for all of the schools at Rider through tools
such as counseling services and career fairs, among many others. Being apprehensive about having a future job is an understandable concern but there are things you can do throughout your time here at Rider that can help ease your worries.
In order to achieve all you can in your four years in college
and beyond, Career Services suggests that all students need to
start right from the get-go. Getting involved with clubs and organizations that have to do with your field of interest, researching
careers that your major has to offer and beginning to create your
résumé are all things that can help in building a better career in
the long run. By getting started freshman year, you will end up
with a big advantage come graduation day.
By simply visiting the Career Services page on the Rider
website you will see a variety of career opportunities to further
advance your job search and skills. One of the tools offered
is individual career counseling, in which you can meet with a
counselor to develop your résumé and enhance career skills.
Counselors also hold mock interviews where students can practice interview skills and receive feedback. In addition, the university holds various career fairs each semester, which allow students
to meet with and give out their résumés to potential employers.
Some students come into Rider without a clue as to what
they want to major in. Those students see this as a stressful decision; Rider and Career Services see this as the right path that
freshmen should be taking. For these undecided students, there
are many opportunities to work with Career Services to figure
out individual interests and work your way to a major.
Another option undeclared students have is to take the
Myers Briggs and Strong Interest Inventories (MBTI), which is a
personality test that determines interests you may have and possible careers that go along with them.
Even if you believe it is too late in your college career for
Rider to help you to find a job, there are still opportunities for
you. For alumni, Career Services has a Career Center Library to
assist students and alumni in researching career options and finding graduate programs and employers. Also through the resource
Broncs Career Link, job openings are put up for recent graduates
to check out.
Though the future can seem murky at times, and it seems as
though the “real world” is fast approaching for some, you don’t
have to go through the process alone and Rider’s Career Services
offers many opportunities to give you a clearer outcome.
This weekly editorial expresses the majority opinion
of The Rider News. This week’s editorial was written by the Opinion Editor, Kristy Grinere.
E-mail us at:
ridernews@rider.edu;
newssection@rider.edu;
featuressection@rider.edu;
opinionsection@rider.edu;
sportssection@rider.edu;
ridernewsads@rider.edu
The Rider News, Ridge House
2083 Lawrenceville Road
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648
Phone: (609) 896-5256
Fax: (609) 895-5696

Caglecartoons.com

Commuter Corner

Making time for campus commuters
As a commuter most of my days are spent at Rider, which means that I spend less than a quarter
of my waking hours at home. I work on campus, attend meetings for various student-run organizations, help run the Public Relations Society (PRS) and try to make it to campus events whenever possible. Yet some organizations hold events that make it difficult for a commuter like myself to attend.
Almost every single comedian that comes to our campus is scheduled for 10 p.m. While the chosen late-night time slot is understandable because it avoids class conflict, it makes attending undesirable for commuters. When you have to drive home every day, sticking around or attending the event
after night class would mean spending additional hours on campus.
That’s not to say the Student Entertainment Council (SEC) has an anti-commuter bias. In fact,
its vice president Mike O’Brien is a commuter, and there are other commuters in SEC as well who
work hard to bring various forms of entertainment to campus or organize in-house events. The organization’s adviser Nick Barbati was a commuter during part of his own Rider years and also serves as
the adviser to the Association of Commuting Students (ACS). My criticism is that the SEC seems to
always end up scheduling entertaining events at the same times.
I will admit that I do not know much of the booking process for these events. However, booking
the entertainment for the same time frame means that the same demographic will be able to go each
and every time they are held.
SEC is not alone in this practice, though. Other student organizations meet at later times in the
evening as well. As the PRS secretary I understand that it is virtually impossible to find a time that
works for everyone, much less be able to book your preferred venue for it. However, it seems that

See Commuter, p. 9
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Classroom Faceoff

Do professors’ attire affect students’ learning in the class?
In today’s world, first appearances
can make or break your impression
of someone. When a student meets a
professor for the first time, the way he
or she dresses can say a lot about the
professor. Many people believe that
professors should dress professionally
and that their attire should reflect how
much they care about their work and
that skirts, dress pants, ties and suits
are the way to go. However, some of
the best educators don’t wear their
Sunday best every day to class.
Professors shouldn’t have to dress
up just to lecture a class. In fact, professors who dress in a smart, casual
fashion give off a laid-back vibe that
allows students to enjoy class more
and feel comfortable. Those who dress
casually appear more approachable
and easier to talk to. They seem less
stern, strict and intimidating in comparison to other professors who wear
three-piece suits every day. It can be
scary and nerve-wracking enough to
ask your professor a question. Having
him or her appear less intimidating
often allows a student’s nerves to dissipate.
Students can be seen wearing
everything ranging from sweats to
business outfits. They are free to wear
whatever they feel comfortable in.
Here at Rider there aren’t any dress
codes or guidelines to follow.
Therefore, professors shouldn’t
feel compelled to dress in formal suits
or any other business wear if they don’t
wish to wear them in class. Professors

decide how
to
teach
and
run
classes:
their wardrobe should
be up to
their discretion, within
reason.
H o w e v e r, Dress Down:
there is a Danielle Gittleman
fine
line
between
dressing casually and teaching in a
sweatshirt and yoga pants. Dressing
semi-casually is a happy medium
between looking sloppy and dressing
in business attire. If you’re going to be
on your feet all day long, you might as
well be comfortable.
Dressing more professionally does
not necessarily make you a better educator compared to those who choose
to dress down for the classroom. It is
simply a matter of preference for professors. The best professor out there
could be dressed casually.
Professors should be able to
dress however they please and they
shouldn’t be forced to do otherwise.
It’s all about being comfortable and
if students are allowed to dress down
for class, professors should have that
option as well.

There has been a common debate
through the years about how a professor
should dress in the classroom setting:
professionally-presented professors versus
those who are casually dressed. Here at
Rider, however, professors should look as
qualified as their degrees suggest.
Professors often complain about their
lack of control over students due to the
absence of respect in their classes. This
can range from frequent texting, being
tardy or handing in homework assignments late. When looking at the possible
reasons for this behavior, most professors
do not even think their dress code is a
factor.
Picture this: your male professor
shows up in jeans and a T-shirt, and his
attempt at suitable footwear is black Nike
sneakers to finish the ensemble. Do not
forget that he has not shaved in a few days
either. Now picture your female professor
wearing a T-shirt, tight jeans and flipflops. When students see either image, it
may make speaking to the teacher easier,
but perhaps too easy. In return, students
could subconsciously think their professor is more lenient because they dress the
way many students do.
Now imagine instead that the professor is wearing a nice black suit-jacket,
dress shirt and matching tie and a pair
of dress shoes or a below-the-knee skirt,
blouse and dress shoes instead. This professional look gives off a vibe to students
that the course should be taken seriously
and so should the professor. Students pay
more attention to the lectures being given
if their professor is adequately dressed for

Eco Green Corner

Animated films made eco-friendly
Avatar, Wall-E, Bambi, Over the Hedge, Free Willy and Happy Feet are movies that not only entertain but also send a powerful message. These films all put environmental issues on display, issues that
we as a part of the Rider community can learn from.
For example, Avatar is essentially about a paraplegic soldier who is initially supposed to conquer
a foreign land, but ends up learning the true beauty of nature, shown to him by the Na’vi people.
Through them he learns to respect nature and experiences what the environment has to offer. He
becomes provoked to seek help to put a stop to the damage being done.
Avatar portrays the life-threatening effects humans can have by pulling us in as an audience and
making us empathize with the Na’vi people, and possibly force us to consider our impact on the
world. We continue to live a wasteful lifestyle without thinking of the long-term effects. When we
perform simple tasks such as recycling or reusing a product before disposing it, we can do a lot of
good for the earth.
Hollywood has created numerous movies just like Avatar such as Happy Feet, not simply for the
enjoyment but also to wake people up about the impact that humankind has on the environment.
Oftentimes people leave a movie without even thinking about what the message was. For instance,
Happy Feet included special effects and was shown in 3D. Although the effects are entertaining to the
audience, it can distract us from recognizing the movie’s significance. Happy Feet isn’t just about the
importance of accepting who you are, it includes environmental themes as well, such as the effects of
over-fishing and how the trash we leave in the ocean greatly affects sea life.
Environmental factors are everywhere in movies, yet they are not always easy to recognize. Special
effects maybe powerful, but they can work against us by distracting us from the real message.
The film The Lorax is coming out on March 2; it is an important, yet optimistic tale written by
Dr. Seuss that contains a very significant environmental message among other lessons. It is a story
about grave environmental changes that are being made to an area forested with Truffula trees. The
movie contains lessons that are not only important for children, but for everyone who occupies the
planet Earth, including Rider students. Everybody who lives on this planet has the opportunity to do
his or her part and take action in preserving our environment. As a part of the Rider community, we
need to learn and can start helping our world right here.
-Sharlis Thompson
Lawrenceville Eco-Rep

the classroom.
You don’t
see your doctor
wearing jeans
and a T-shirt as
he checks your
heart rate or
a secretary in
sweatpants as
she files paperwork. In a Dress up:
court case setMegan Blauvelt
ting, everyone
dresses appropriately — the judge, defendants, prosecutors and lawyers all look presentable
for the environment they are in.
It isn’t news that the economy has
experienced a down turn in recent years
and that appropriate clothing can be
expensive. However, these professors are
teaching at the college level and receive
salaries that can cover the costs of professional clothing. Dressing up shows that
they take their careers seriously.
The apparel of professors is not the
most important concern in the classroom, but if teachers take the initiative
to wear suitable clothing for the professional world, they could potentially lower
the chance of disciplinary problems in
the classroom and gain more respect.
As an educator, respect goes a long way,
even with fellow staff members. Dressing
appropriately for the classroom should
be an easy way for all professors to be on
level playing field.

This Week in History ...

February 26, 1993 — A bomb explodes in the
World Trade Center.

March 2, 1904 — Dr. Suess is born.

Commuter

Continued from p. 8
some organizations are stuck in their ways.
I offer a solution, instead of just offering up complaints.
Considering how easy it is to send campus-wide messages, a poll
to gauge when students are both available and willing to attend
events should be conducted. This data can then be analyzed by the
responders’ demographics, with equal consideration given to the
responses of students who live off campus versus those who live
on campus. Or an organization can try holding an event normally
scheduled for Tuesday at 10 p.m. on Friday at 4 p.m. and check
attendance numbers to see if there is a difference.
College is a place where we are supposed to learn to think
outside the box when necessary. I trust that my fellow Rider
students are more than capable of rising to the challenge here, to
hold events at times when most people are able to attend. Open
periods, like after 3:30 p.m. on Friday, are all examples of scheduling alternatives.
While there is no guarantee these times will work better, a
little trial and error seems worth a shot to be able to include more
of the Rider community. 			
-Jess Scanlon
Senior journalism major

The Rider News is printed by Packet Publications, Princeton, N.J. Our paper, purchased directly from
North American mills, is composed of 50 percent recycled newsprint and 50 percent thermo-mechanical
pulp (made from wood-chip and sawdust byproducts of the wood industry). Our inks are soy or mineral
oil, not petroleum-based. Printing plates, litho film materials and silver content are recycled after use.
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Rider falls in first round Olympian

Continued from p. 11

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL

rebound and put the ball in at
the buzzer.
“We knew that it was going
to be a battle,” Brown said.
“Iona is a good team and whenever we play them it’s a dog
fight. Getting ourselves in the
position to take it to overtime
was a team effort and the determination for MyNeshia to get
that rebound and put it in was
evident. And that is something
that is common throughout our
team. We all know what we
have to do to put ourselves in
successful situations.”		
After opening the season

10-6 and setting the mark for
their best season to date, the
Broncs dropped their last 13 of
14 to close out the season, with
the final loss coming on the
biggest stage.
“We are more determined
than ever,” Brown said. “We
all know that the end of the
season is not how we wanted
it to be. We know we have a
lot to prove next year and have
revenge games to look forward
to. We are going to put in the
hard work necessary in the offseason to do what we need to
win next season.”

either.
“Before I even got the job
I would help out local high
schools and impart some of the
things I’ve learned to them,”
Dorival said.
It did not take long before
Dorival became a serious contender for a position on Rider’s
coaching staff. Head Coach
Bob Hamer interviewed the
enthusiastic Dorival himself.
“I was really excited,”
Hamer said. “I was excited for
him just because I knew of
him. I’m familiar with the way
he had been trained. That’s the
kind of training program I was
looking for the team.”
The rest is history. Dorival
came to Rider in 2008 and the
men’s team won their first ever
MAAC championship in the
2011 outdoor season, to go
along with five second place
finishes.
Dorival’s coaching presence was felt immediately at
Rider and has had an effect
ever since. Two Rider students,
David Hightower and James
Burroughs, finished as the top
two in the high hurdles during
the MAAC Championships on
Feb. 17.
“[Dorival] definitely has
an extreme knowledge of the
hurdles,” Hamer said. “One of
the things he does is a really
good [job] of relating to the
kids. He doesn’t walk around

(17-13, 12-6 MAAC).
Despite a surprising down
year for Needham, he was a
critical part of the Fairfield
engine by changing the game
on both sides of the ball. Not
only was Needham the team’s
assist leader (3.4 apg.) and second scorer (11.8 ppg.), but he
was one of the league’s better
on-ball defenders.
Senior Rakim Sanders, a
Boston College transfer and
First Team All-MAAC selection, will look to carry the
defensive-minded Stags, but
without Needham, Fairfield is
a different team.
Prediction: Quarterfinal loss
to five-seeded Rider
(3)
Manhattan
–
(Tournament schedule: plays
(6) Siena on Saturday at 9:30
p.m. in quarterfinals)
Last season, Manhattan
only won six games. This year,
the Jaspers compiled 20 victories in Head Coach Steve
Masiello’s first season at the
helm.
It has been quite the turnaround for Manhattan (20-11,
12-6 MAAC), and the story
would only be sweeter with
a deep run in the MAAC
Tournament.
Talented junior wing
George Beamon leads the

Manhattan charge. The First
Team All-MAAC selection is
the conference’s top scorer with
18.4 points per game and also
leads the team in rebounding
(5.6 rpg.).
Sophomore point guard
Michael Alvarado is questionable for Saturday with a fractured orbital bone under his left
eye, but if he can return at some
point, his presence would be a
significant boost.
The Jaspers are well-rounded and score, rebound and
defend with the best in the
league. They have a go-to scorer
in Beamon and can play 10
deep.
Manhattan upset Iona on
its home floor and the difference between itself and Loyola:
two losses by a combined three
points.
Prediction: Championship
loss to one-seeded Iona
(2) Loyola – (Tournament
schedule: plays winner of (7)
Niagara versus (10) Canisius on
Saturday at 7:30 p.m. in quarterfinals)
Heading into the 201112 season, Loyola (21-8, 13-5
MAAC) was expected to be a
contender, and it lived up to the
hype. The Greyhounds jumped
out to an 8-1 start and in
late January and early February,

they won seven MAAC games
in a row.
But as of late, Loyola has
struggled. Following a pivotal
victory over Iona, which gave
them sole possession of first
place, the Greyhounds dropped
three of their last four conference games to close the regular
season.
Loyola doesn’t “wow” you
offensively, but it does what
it needs to by cleaning the
glass and grinding out wins by
execution on both ends.
Junior forward Erik Etherly
is a big-time athlete and sophomore Dylon Cormier and
junior Robert Olson anchor the
backcourt.
Prediction: Semifinal loss to
three-seeded Manhattan
(1) Iona – (Tournament
schedule: plays winner of (8)
Marist versus (9) Saint Peter’s
on Saturday at 4:30 p.m. in
quarterfinals)
Iona — the cream of the
crop — seems poised and prepared for not only a MAAC
title, but to make noise in the
NCAA Tournament.
The Gaels (24-6, 15-3
MAAC) are a complete team
with a high-octane offense and
a multi-dimensional defense.
Iona leads all of college
basketball in points per game

By David Pavlak
pavlakd@theridernews.com
A season that showed
so much promise came to a
screeching halt, as the Rider
women’s basketball team (1119, 3-15 MAAC) dropped their
opening round MAAC tournament game in overtime to Iona
(11-20, 7-11 MAAC), 61-60.
Rider began the game with
tempo on its side, outscoring
its opponent in the first half
25-14. However, the team faced
an uphill battle during the second half.
The Broncs were unable
to convert from the field for
the first 10 minutes of the second half, an opening which
the Gaels took advantage of
by going on a 21-2 run, giving
them the lead.
“We got a little caught up
in the commotion of the game,”
said junior Carleigh Brown.
“Being young, we had to refocus and get everyone’s heads
back where they needed to be.”
The Broncs would not go
quietly though, as they continued to fight to get back into the
game. Trailing by two in the
final seconds, Brown grabbed
a rebound off a missed free
throw and pushed the ball up
the court. Freshman Emily
Fazzini missed the game-tying
shot, but sophomore MyNeshia
McKenzie was there to grab the

MAAC

Continued from p. 11
the final weekend.
“Hopefully our confidence
carries over this weekend,”
senior Brandon Penn said.
Rider possesses one of
the most balanced and deepest rosters in the conference,
and has a multitude of threepoint threats including Penn,
seniors Jeff Jones and Novar
Gadson and junior Jonathon
Thompson.Losing sophomore
Anthony Myles hurts (broken
hand), but the Broncs may be
peaking at the right time.
A fifth consecutive trip to
the semifinals seems within
reach, but meeting Iona doesn’t
help going further.
Prediction: Semifinal loss to
one-seeded Iona
(4) Fairfield – (Tournament
schedule: plays (5) Rider on
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in quarterfinals)
The only place you’ll find
Derek Needham this weekend will be on the sidelines
encouraging his Fairfield teammates. The junior point guard
broke his left foot last weekend
against Iona, and is shutdown
for the remainder of the season
— a major blow to the Stags

David Pavlak/The Rider News

Sophomore MyNeshia McKenzie scored the game-tying basket
in the waning seconds of Thursday’s game against Iona.

like, ‘Hey I got a bronze medal
in the world championships,
I’m an Olympian. This is how
it’s done.’ He really comes with
substance.”
Hamer brought Dorival
into Rider’s coaching fold for
many reasons.
“[To] coach the kids in
your events to the highest level
that they can achieve,” Hamer
said. “Recruit tirelessly out
there on the road to help build
up the team while also helping
us to win a championship.”
He also gave the program
legitimacy.
“[He drew] some attention
to us and gave our program
some credibility,” Hamer said.
These days, Dorival is content to raising the next group
of young All-American runners,
far from the world stage in
which he spent the last decade
competing.
Dorival still runs to this
day, about 15 minutes each
morning just to maintain his
athletic figure.
“I’m trying to stay young
for as long as possible,” Dorival
said. “Trying to avoid the beer
belly.”

(83.4) and assists per game
(19.5), and ranks second in
field goal percentage (50 percent).
It all starts with senior Scott
Machado. The point guard is
regarded as one of America’s
best at his position, leading
the country in assists (10.1),
while his backcourt mate and
Arizona transfer, junior Lamont
“MoMo” Jones (16.2 ppg.) and
senior power forward Michael
Glover (18.1 ppg.), help make
up a high-level trio that you
don’t often see in the MAAC.
“Right now, we have one
team (Iona) that might end up
with three guys in the NBA,”
Dempsey said. “It’s unique. It’s
hands down the most talented
team in the league.”
On top of it, the “Big
Three” have a dangerous supporting cast as well.
If Iona falters, an at-large
bid to the Big Dance is not out
of the picture, but its safest bet:
win like expected.
The Gaels enter with an
ultra-high ceiling, and it would
be shocking if they didn’t reach
it.
Prediction: Tournament
champion.
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Dorival brings Olympian mindset to Rider
By Ben Smith
To find a track and field
Olympian, you need to look no
further than Rider’s campus.
Assistant Track Coach
Dudley Dorival competed in
three Olympic Games representing Haiti from 2000-2008,
but is best known for netting a
bronze medal in the 110-meter
hurdles during the 2001 World
Championships, while setting a
personal best time of 13.25 —
less than a half second off from
the current world record.
Born in Elizabeth, N.J. to
Haitian parents, Dorival competed for the Haitian team in
July of 1999.
Dorival, 36, offers his
unique insight to Rider’s track
and field teams in the areas of
sprints and hurdles, his Olympic
forte. Dorival’s responsibilities
as coach, however, incorporate
everything from the 4x400meter relay, indoor and high
hurdles to matters of player
management and recruitment.
Dorival’s track career began
the summer before his freshman
year of high school. In fact, he
had not previously considered
pursuing track and field until
his shop teacher, who doubled
as the school’s coach, suggested
it.
“I was fast, but I wasn’t the

fastest. I was horrible at hurdles,” Dorival said, reminiscing
of a time he was not the freak
athlete he would soon become.
Dorival has made strides
since graduating from Ewing
High School in 1993. He
received a scholarship to UConn
and ran at a high level becoming a four-time All-American,
even winning silver his freshman year in the World Junior
Championships 110-meter
hurdles with a 13.65 time.
Originally put-off by
the climate and isolation of
Mansfield, Conn., Dorival
eventually warmed up to the
idea of running track for the
Huskies.
“Always go where you’re
wanted,” Dorival said, quoting
a life lesson learned from his
mother.
“It’s too cold at UConn,”
he said at the time. “I wanted
to go down south.”
What was considered
a shoddy decision to attend
UConn at the time eventually
would speak volumes as to how
Dorival’s career would quickly
skyrocket.
It was a time of elation
for Dorival, having just been
recruited to a large school for
his athletic merit and being recognized abroad for his hurdling
talents.

“That’s when I started to
realize I was good,” he said.
“Actually, my first hurdle race
in college I lost pretty badly.”
His coach responded to
Dorival’s performance by pulling him aside and threatening
him with running a decathlon
should he not set a personal
best every time he stepped on
the track.
“I guess that it was in the
stars that I was going to be a
hurdler because, after that, I set
a personal best every time I ran
the track,” Dorival said.
That year, Dorival would
qualify for the NCAA nationals
in the 110-meter hurdles.
“I had made nationals in
high school,” Dorival said. “I
didn’t think it was that big of a
deal.”
Dorival
accomplished
much in his time at UConn
despite its shockingly subpar athletic facilities at the
time.
“The track was gravel,” he
said. “It was a dirt track. The
indoor facility would leak. It
was a real warehouse. I was like,
‘Wow, these are the only guys
who would give me a scholarship?’”
Over his Olympic career,
Dorival got to run alongside
U.S. track legends Mark Crear
and former World number-one

Michael Steele/Getty Images

Track and field coach Dudley Dorival, a three-time Olympian,
won a bronze medal in the 2001 World Championships.
hurdler Allen Johnson.
Dorival finally decided to
retire and make the transition
from actively training to teaching after finishing as a quarterfinalist in the 2008 Beijing
Olympics.
When he heard of the open
position at Rider, Dorival alerted his family.
“I was in Beijing, calling
my sisters and talking to my

family telling them: ‘this is
probably going to be my last
Olympics,’” he said.
Dorival worked out at
Rider’s facilities the day before
departing for the Sydney
Olympics in 2000.
“I went to Ewing High,” he
said. “I always knew of Rider.”
Dorival was not a new
face to the coaching scene,

See Olympian, p. 10

MAAC Tournament begins with Iona as clear frontrunners
By Jordan Hall
halljo@theridernews.com
The calendar has turned
to March, and this weekend,
the madness officially begins.
College basketball’s conference
tournaments kick off as league
favorites try to solidify their
spots in the Big Dance and
contenders vie for late-season
upsets to squeak into the field
of 68.
“A lot of times, in March
Madness, it’s about teams that
get hot,” Head Coach Tommy
Dempsey said.
Rider hopes it’s one of
those teams. In Springfield,
Mass., the Broncs start their
MAAC Tournament journey
this weekend with the rest of
Body
copy
their conference
brethren.
As seen in years past, anything can happen when the
postseason unfolds. This time
of year is truly unpredictable,
so with that being said, I’ll do
my best to provide you with
the MAAC rundown.
(10)
Canisius
–
(Tournament schedule: plays
(7) Niagara tonight at 9:30
p.m. in first round)
Canisius (5-24, 1-17
MAAC) is not as bad as its
record indicates. The Golden
Griffins lost many close contests, but they have an alarming
weakness: defense. Canisius is

an inept defensive team who
surrenders the most points in
the MAAC, giving up 75.6
points per game, while only
scoring 65.3.
The Golden Griffins have
enough offense to give Niagara
trouble. Their matchup with
the Purple Eagles will be much
tighter than what people may
expect.
Prediction: First round loss
to seven-seeded Niagara
(9) Saint Peter’s –
(Tournament schedule: plays
(8) Marist tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in first round)
Saint Peter’s enters as
the defending tournament
champs, but this year’s squad
resembles nothing of the 20102011 Peacocks who upended
Fairfield and Iona to represent the MAAC in the NCAA
Tournament.
Saint Peter’s (5-25, 4-14
MAAC) lost its top five scorers from last season, and it
showed. The Peacocks are the
331st-ranked scoring team in
the nation (58.1 ppg.) out of
344 Division I schools.
Saint Peter’s does not shoot
the ball well, rebounds poorly and comes in with a 1-11
record in its last 12 games.
Prediction: First round loss
to eight-seeded Marist
(8) Marist – (Tournament
schedule: plays (9) Saint Peter’s

tonight at 7:30 p.m. in first
round)
Marist (13-17, 7-11
MAAC) is playing solid basketball. The Red Foxes have won
six of their last eight games,
one of those coming in an
18-point blowout of secondseeded Loyola (MD).
Marist converts at the free
throw line (73 percent) and has
a promising freshman in 6’5”
swingman, Chavaughn Lewis,
and a veteran guard in junior
Devin Price.
The Red Foxes should win
their second straight first round
MAAC Tournament game, but
will once again run into the
number-one seed in the quarterfinals — and it won’t be
close.
Prediction: Quarterfinal loss
to one-seeded Iona
(7) Niagara – (Tournament
schedule: plays (10) Canisius

tonight at 9:30 p.m. in first
round)
Youth is never a plus
when it comes to the MAAC
Tournament, but Niagara’s
inexperienced team plays with
confidence and fearless shooting. The Purple Eagles (13-18,
8-10 MAAC) aren’t shy to firing from deep, and when they
connect, they can be tough.
Freshmen Juan’ya Green and
Antoine Mason and sophomore Marvin Jordan combined
for 166 three-pointers.
However, the combination
of Niagara’s youngsters and
its tendency to play in streaks
does not translate into multiple
wins.
Prediction: Quarterfinal loss
to two-seeded Loyola
(6) Siena – (Tournament
schedule: plays (3) Manhattan
on Saturday at 9:30 p.m. in
quarterfinals)
Siena’s junior forward O.D.
Anosike was nothing short of a
monster this season, but he can
only do so much, and at the
MAAC Tournament, he’ll most
likely have to do much more
for the Saints (13-16, 8-10
MAAC).
Anosike led the nation in
rebounding with 12.9 boards
a contest, while averaging a
team-best 15.1 points per
game, but freshman standout
Evan Hymes’ status is uncer-

tain because of a badly bruised
left knee.
The tiny 5’8” point guard
was off crutches on Wednesday,
but his availability remains in
the air. Hymes exploded on
the scene from the start of the
season and is Siena’s top assist
man and three-point shooter,
while ranking second in scoring.
Without Hymes, Anosike
and company will have a hard
time advancing.
Prediction: Quarterfinal loss
to three-seeded Manhattan
(5) Rider – (Tournament
schedule: plays (4) Fairfield on
Saturday at 2:30 p.m. in quarterfinals)
Rider’s (13-18, 10-8
MAAC) overall record is terribly misleading. The Broncs
have battled injuries, sickness
and eligibility issues the entire
season, and have rarely been at
full strength.
“I don’t know how many
games we’ve played with everybody — very few,” Dempsey
said.
A new core of players and
role changes had Rider limping to a 1-10 start, but the
Broncs came on strong in the
second half. Rider owns wins
against Loyola, Manhattan and
Fairfield — two of those wins
(Loyola, Fairfield) coming in

See MAAC, p. 10
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Novar Mr. Nice Guy
Gadson’s big weekend pushes Broncs
to fifth seed in MAAC Tournament
MEN’S BASKETBALL

By Corey Donetz
The Rider men’s basketball
team will not only take the bus
this weekend, but will also ride
its momentum to Springfield,
Mass. to take on the fourthseeded Fairfield Stags in the
quarterfinals of the MAAC
Tournament on Saturday at
2:30 p.m.
The Broncs (13-18, 10-8
MAAC) defeated Loyola (MD)
(21-6, 13-5 MAAC) last Friday,
83-79, to lock up the fifth
seed and ensure themselves a
first-round bye in the MAAC
Tournament. Rider followed it
up with an emotional win on
senior day on Sunday against
Fairfield, (17-13, 12-6 MAAC)
65-62, the same team it sees on
Saturday.
“Fairfield is a tough, physical team who plays defense for
40 minutes,” senior forward
Brandon Penn said. “You don’t
see that a lot, so we know what
to expect, having played them
twice already and next Saturday
being our third meeting. We
are well prepared for [the game]
and so are they.”
Penn, along with fellow
seniors Novar Gadson, Jeff

Jones and Kevin Noon, were all
in the starting lineup for senior
day. Gadson accounted for a
team-high 19 points and seven
rebounds and Jones added 14
points and three assists.
“The senior day ceremony
was really emotional,” Gadson
said. “But we as a team had
to stay focused on the task at
hand, which was Fairfield.”
This will be the third meeting between Rider and Fairfield,
with the series knotted at 1-1 in
the regular season. The Broncs
will look to run and score in
transition, but must be careful
to limit turnovers.
Fairfield is led by senior
Rakim Sanders. The forward,
who transferred to Fairfield
after playing three seasons with
Boston College, leads the team
with 16.7 points points per
game and 8.2 rebounds per
game.
The Stags will be without
junior guard Derek Needham
for the second straight game
against the Broncs, and will
miss his services for the remainder of the season because of
a fractured bone in his left
foot. Needham is second on the
team in scoring, averaging 11.8
points per game, and he leads
the Stags with 3.4 assists per

game.
Fairfield will look to feed
senior center Ryan Olander in
the post, as well as sophomore
forward Maurice Barrow for
additional offense to take some
of the pressure off of Sanders.
“In order for us to beat
Fairfield again Saturday, we
have to be strong with the ball,
defensive rebound, keep them
off the offensive glass and get
out in transition,” Penn said.
“They want to make it a half
court game; we want to get up
and down and get their bigs
moving.”
The Broncs certainly played
better this time around against
Fairfield, as the Stags held Rider
to 32 percent shooting from
the field and to a season-low 52
points in its first matchup of
the season. Rider’s core have all
seen increased minutes since losing sophomore guard Anthony
Myles for the season because
of a broken hand. Junior guard
Jon Thompson played in all 40
minutes of Sunday’s game, scoring 13 points.
“We get a whole week
to make adjustments on our
game,” Thompson said. “The
key to beating them is handling their pressure and running through our offense.”

Katelyn White/The Rider News

Senior Novar Gadson drives the ball hard to the basket during
the Broncs 83-79 victory. Gadson finished with 19 points.
The winner of this game
will take on the winner of the
Iona-Saint Peter’s/Marist game.
If the Broncs win in the quarterfinals, the semifinals game
will be held at 2:00 p.m. on
Sunday.
“We have to do what we
have been doing all year,”

Gadson said. “And that’s staying together and taking it game
by game. I think we match
up well with every team. [We]
just have to play well and stay
together. It’s not about how you
start, it’s about how you finish.”

Wrestling ready to grapple CAA tourney
WRESTLING

By Michael Mack

Katelyn White/The Rider News

Junior Zac Cibula is one of the potential hopefuls
looking to walk away with an NCAA tourney birth.

March has begun and, as always, that means one
thing: it’s tournament time. But March Madness isn’t
just for basketball. The Rider wrestling team will travel
to Binghamton, N.Y. this weekend to compete in the
CAA Championship Tournament.
With 23 spots open for CAA wrestlers in the
NCAA championship, the Broncs will be looking to
send as many people to nationals as they can.
Sophomore Chuck Zeisloft, who wrestles at
125-pounds, is among the hopefuls for the NCAA
tournament.
“I work hard,” Zeisloft said. “Now I just have to
wrestle and believe I can win it.”
Zeisloft holds a 22-11 record this season with one
pin. He finished third in the Keystone Classic back in
November, and is currently ranked third among CAA
wrestlers in his weight class.
Unfortunately for Zeisloft, there is one thing
working against him: the NCAA only allows one spot
for the 125-pound weight class of the CAA. In order
for him to reach the NCAAs, he will have to win his
division.
Another hopeful this season is junior Jim Resnick,
who wrestles at 174 pounds. The NCAA takes two
wrestlers in this weight class from the CAA.
Resnick holds a 17-3 record with three pins
and key victories in the Binghamton Open and the

Keystone Classic. Resnick is currently atop the rankings of the CAA’s 174-pound weight class and holds a
national ranking of 13, according to themat.com.
Jimmy Kirchner, the lone senior on the team, will
also look to parlay his performance in the tournament
into an NCAA Tournament bid. Kirchner is 16-11
with two pins this season and is currently ranked third
in the CAA at 141 pounds.
Other hopefuls include junior Zac Cibula, sophomore Ramon Santiago and freshmen Jimmy Morris
and Clint Morrison. All four wrestlers are ranked in the
top four of their respective weight classes.
Aside from the individual goals of the tournament,
the team will look to take home its first-ever CAA
championship.
“I think our team has a lot of potential,” Zeisloft
said. “We just have to go out and wrestle confident and
believe in what we do. We work hard; we just have to
trust it.”
Rider is currently third in the CAA with a record
of 4-2 and 10-9 overall. The Broncs trail Hofstra and
Binghamton.
“This young team has had a pretty good season
overall,” Head Coach Gary Taylor said. “They have
had a winning season and beat Old Dominion, who is
ranked 24th in the nation at this time.”
The Broncs that manage to earn a bid to the
NCAA Championship tournaments will travel to St.
Louis, Mo. on Thursday, March 15 to take on the
country’s best college wrestlers.

